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Marking process

• Lab reports
• Separate markers for UG and PG
• All marking was carefully moderated (but not re-marked) by the lecturer

• Every item: briefly inspected
• A sample of items across different grade bands: closely inspected

• Literature reviews
• UG & PG all marked by the lecturer



Moderation process

• Primary goal of the markers is to give you feedback on how to do better next time
• Moderation involves shifting and/or scaling of all marks (usually upwards)

• done separately for the lab report and lit review, and separately for UG & PG
• Your work was marked on hardcopy, and now has two cover sheets attached

• structured marking scheme
• raw mark per category
• sum of raw marks
• moderated mark (circled, in red)

• feedback comments
• ‘canned’ comments, with those that apply to you circled or highlighted



This year’s feedback theme: figures, graphs, tables, diagrams, …
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3 Finding and Explaining Mistakes 

3.1 Text Normalisation 

Input: “Alice II drank tea with Elizabeth II.” 

Error: Festival pronounces the “II” after Alice as individual letters. However, “Elizabeth II” is 

pronounced correctly as “Elizabeth the second”.  

Explanation: The error occurs after running the Token_POS module. The contents of the (Token) 

relation are shown below in figure 4. The “II” after “Alice” has the incorrect token POS tag, letter, 

which causes the NSW classifier to label “II” as a LSEQ. This leads to “II” being expanded as a letter 

sequence. 

Festival seems to correctly expand roman numerals when they are proceeded by the names of 

British royals, such as Elizabeth (as shown here) or Henry. 

This evidence suggests that the NSW classifier has not been trained on enough data involving roman 

numerals proceeded by other words. The classifier needs more training on such sentences.   

id _1 ; name Alice ; whitespace "" ; prepunctuation "" ;  

id _2 ; name II ; whitespace " " ; prepunctuation "" ; token_pos letter ;  

id _3 ; name drank ; whitespace " " ; prepunctuation "" ;  

id _4 ; name tea ; whitespace " " ; prepunctuation "" ;  

id _5 ; name with ; whitespace " " ; prepunctuation "" ;  

id _6 ; name Elizabeth ; whitespace " " ; prepunctuation "" ;  

id _7 ; name II ; whitespace " " ; prepunctuation "" ; token_pos century ;  

Figure 4: Contents of the (Token) relation after running Token_POS. 

3.2 POS 

Input: “He shot the animal with his bow.” 

Error: “bow” is incorrectly tagged as a verb (vbp) when it should be tagged as a noun. 

Explanation: The error occurs after running the POS module. This suggests that the HMM has not 

been trained on enough data because it was unable to recognise the context. The presence of the 

words “shot” and “animal” should be enough to indicate that the sentence is referring to a bow 

object. However, if the word “hunting” is added directly before the word “bow” so that it becomes: 

“He shot the animal with his hunting bow” then the HMM model can correctly tag “bow” as a noun. 

In this case, it appears that the HMM needs context directly before the word to tag it correctly.  

The HMM needs further training on sentences where the preceding and proceeding words, of a 

word to tag, do not give enough context for POS tagging. 
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Throughout my investigations in Festival I also found POS tagging errors. In [4] ‘live’ was 

pronounced like the adjective ‘live’. 

[3] ‘I live in Edinburgh’ 

On first glance this seemed to be a pronunciation error, however it was in fact a POS tag. When 

calling the word relation in Festival it was shown, Table 1, that ‘live’ had been assigned the jj POS 

tag, meaning it had been labelled as an adjective instead of what it should be – a verb (7).This would 

result in the adjective entry being pulled from the inbuilt dictionary in Festival. This dictionary, as 

discussed in section 2.0, contains phonetic information about how the token should be pronounced 

resulting in the incorrect pronunciation in this instance. It could be hypothesised that the CART tree 

(or features assigned to the verb ‘live’) needs to take more account of POS tags of the surrounding 

elements. For example, the pronoun ‘I’ and preposition ‘in’, suggest that a verb should appear 

between them. Correcting this gap would require additional training with more detailed labelling of 

training data. 

Word I Live In Edinburgh 

POS Tag nn jj in nnp 

POS Tag meaning noun Adjective Preposition Proper noun 

Table 1: Table showing POS tags in the word relation for ‘I live in Edinburgh’. 

 

3.3 Phrase Break Prediction 

With regards to phrase break prediction it is clear that in natural speech there conventions 

as to where breaks occur. In Festival there are times that this prediction does not fully function and 

breaks appear or don’t appear where they should. Firstly, I identified a problem where a breathing 

break would be inserted in natural speech, but no indicative punctuation is present. For example in 

[4] it would be natural to insert a slight pause before ‘then’. 

[4] He went to the shop and bought apples then went to the cinema with his friends 

However, there is only a major break at the end in Festival. This shows that in the decision 

tree, for token ‘apples’ (pauses are linked to the preceding token) a break is not considered 

necessary. Extra information needs to be taken into account in the decision tree, such as conjunction 

or sentence length. Though, it is true that this could cause errors of its own such as a break being 

inserted at every conjunctions.  
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entry contains the word itself, its known parts of speech, and respective pronunciation 

options (including possible reducible phonemes and word stress). If the word is not found in 

the dictionary, LTS rules are applied. In case with the English language, in which rules are 

very unreliable, it is better to use hand-crafted algorithms. However, this might be very time-

consuming and expensive, and that is probably why Festival relies on CART that derives 

rules form the database of words [3, Section 17]. The consequences are examined in Section 

3.4. 

 

Festival’s work in determining the prosody for the future sound output may be seen in the 

Syllable relation. There, the words are subdivided into stressed and unstressed syllables. In 

the following Segment relation, Festival breaks down the sentence into the sequence of 

phonemes. Here, some of the post-lexical changes that are to be applied later are specified. 

Those changes are derived with the help of hand-crafted rules [6, Slide 30].  

Figure 2: Segment relation for the word ‘them’ 

 

                 
 

In the figure above, we can see that the rule turned sound [e] in the word “them” into 

its reduced form — schwa. Also, we obviously cannot just take words’ citation forms 

and roughly concatenate those — the absence of reductions, phrase final devoicings, 

and r-insertions will make the output speech hardly intelligible. These effects are not 

numerous, so hand-crafted rules work well here. Festival applies such post-lexical 

rules before moving on to waveform generation. 

 

Next relation, Target, shows Festival’s prediction about target fundamental frequency values 

at the beginning and at the end of the input text. In the following Unit relation, we can 

observe diphones selected for pronunciation, their source (i.e. the database of prerecorded 

voice), and their join cost.  
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Tokenisation is the isolation of word-like units (Greffenstette & Tapanainen, 1994), 
using white space to separate them. In Festival, punctuation is generally preserved during 
tokenisation (King, 2017). This is where Festival processes numbers and abbreviations, for 
example. Abbreviations and numbers must be expanded in some cases but preserved in 
others. For example, Festival recognises “Henry St.” and expands this to “Henry Street”. 
Festival also recognises that some number representations need to be expanded into their full 
word form, for example the year “1989” (figure 2.2) is expanded fully, however the slang 
phrase “the 411” is not. Simple rules are used to expand most non-word sequences into 
words. Often these rules are applied to Finite State Machines(FSM) as recognizers (figure 
2.3) (Jurafsky and Martin, 2014). 

 
 

INPUT TEXT : 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.2: A representation of how Festival tokenises non-word sequences to 
determine what they are and how to present them for further processing.  
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.3: A possible FSM to predict a 4-digit year.  
 

“THE	YEAR	IS	1989”	

TOKENISATION	

THE		 YEAR	 IS	 1989	

1989	 [YEAR]	 NINETEEN	EIGHTY	NINE	
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points. An amendment going beyond the simple phrase CART tree would allow for 

a syntactic and ngram based approach for the phrase break prediction. 

 

3.4. Pronunciation 

As a TTS system that relies on a lexicon and pronunciation to produce the 

pronunciations of words, the accuracy tends to be high when it is concerned with 

the pronunciation of words within the lexicon. Important to note, however, the 

dictionary only contains 166,599 entries. A TTS system should be able to produce a 

theoretically infinite number of words and utterances from any novel text inputted. 

Indeed, it is not possible for a pronunciation dictionary to cover every possible input 

into the system, and beyond the dictionary, grapheme-to-sound mapping must 

occur to produce intelligible text (Liberman & Church, 1992). Working beyond the 

dictionary can lead to errors in the expected output versus the actual output. 

The English word Nunavut, referring to a northern territory in Canada, was 

pronounced by Festival as /nu.ˈnej.vut/ (ARPAbet: (((n uh)0) ((n ei(1)) ((v 

uh ?)0))). The word is typically pronounced /ˈnʊ.nə.vʊt/ in English, with an 

expected output in Scottish English being /ˈnʉ.nə.vʉt/ based on Heggarty’s 

Standard Scottish English (Heggarty, 2013).  

The peculiarities here are the stress on the second syllable as well as the 

unreduced /ej/ vowel on the same syllable where a schwa would be expected. This is 

not an environment where the following vowel would condition a ‘lengthening’ of 

the vowel (i.e. before an <e>), so the schwa should not be considered long.  

This pronunciation could be improved with the grapheme-to-sound (or 

letter-to-sound in Festival documentation) taking into context the vowels in the 

surrounding syllables. Determining stress is much more difficult and would require 

(set! simple_phrase_cart_tree 
' 
((R:Token.parent.punc in ("?" "." ":")) 
  ((BB)) 
  ((R:Token.parent.punc in ("'" "\"" "," ";")) 
   ((B)) 
   ((n.name is 0) 
    ((BB)) 
    ((NB)))))) 

Figure 3: CART for phrase break prediction (Black, Taylor, & Caley, 1999) 
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the TTS pipeline

2.1 TEXT PROCESSING

2.1.1 TOKENISATION: (Text)

Input text is broken down into tokens using simple whitespace tokenisation rules: (Festvox
Sec 15.1)

Token Punctuation
St .

Bakhita
died

in
1963 .

Table 2.1: myutt after Text

2
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Festival – Analysed 
Finding and explainig mistakes in Festival 

 
Word count: (2378 + 416) 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
This report is based on the analysis and criticization on CSTR’s 
Festival. Initially, the paper gives a walkthrough of the 
architecture of Festival, their modules and strategy used to 
implement the concepts. Here, we are analysing Festival in 
MultiSync voice which is a voice variant but also incorporates 
few changes into the pipeline and the units used within. Later in 
the report, we discuss the problems and errors faced while 
analyzing it. Errors have been intentionally generated learning 
the structure if the system. To elaborate that, every module and 
its implementation is studied and found the edge and boundary 
cases where the module would fail and have used that to generate 
the errors. In the next section, the Festival’s way of approaching 
the concepts of text normalization, wave generation, linguistic 
feature engineering is discussed and also presented with various 
alternative approaches and state of the art techniques(SOTA). 
 

II. FESTIVAL’S ARCHITECTURE 

A. Text Normalization 
In a pipeline, this algorithm is not the same for all of the 
language. Not all language has the same characteristics like 
spacing, morphology et. al. Most of the languages like English 
follow a pattern where tokens (words) are separated by some 
delimiters like whitespaces, punctuations or pre-punctuations. 
For such languages, we split an input text when these elements 
occur.  
 
In Festival, at this stage, there are two different levels to 
tokenize a sentence like token, token_pos. The former just 
tokenizes a sentence based on the occurrence of white spaces 
and punctuations and segregates numbers as currencies or 
metrics. The latter again tokenizes and the reason is the word 
sense disambiguation. Festival handles this issue of homograph 
disambiguation using Yarowsky-type disambiguation 
techniques. If any token in the word is in disambiguation list, 
then the token is fed into a CART tree conditioned by a regular 
expression i.e., if the token matches a pattern of the regular 
expression, then it is inputted into the tree. As per Yarowsky’s 
methods, the tree is reduced into a list for computational 
complexities. 
 
 
On other hand, Chinese has no such characters and the words 
are continuous without spacing or punctuations. Hence, we 
need require maxmatch algorithm, where we check the lexicon 

for the longest sequence in the input text. These algorithms do 
suffer from unknown words problem. Also, one has to decide 
which algorithm works better for which language. Concerning 
such issues, statistics and deep learning comes for rescue. 
Researches have proved that the statistically backed sequence 
models [1], encoder-decoder models [2] and many RNN 
variants [3] normalize text having character embedding’s 
conditionally dependent on each other. SOTA TTS engines like 
Merlin, Kaldi are using these techniques. 
 

B. Part Of Speech tagging 
Festival uses WP39 Part-of-Speech Tag set as POS tagger 

which was trained on Wall street journal as the dataset. HMM 
is the straight-forward statistical model that was used to train 
this system. HMMs need two factors to label a random variable 
(a word, here). They are Emission probability (i.e., prior) and 
transitive probability (the hidden layer in HMM).  
 

Statistically, HMM does an excellent job in part of speech 
tagging which is 97% (This measure is based on same topic of 
train and test dataset).  As the text is conditionally dependent 
on the history, they are also dependent on the future words. 
HMM models could be done bi-directionally. To approach this 
problem, I checked out the most ambiguous tags that are 
already reported by [4]. 

 
Fig. 1. A Simple CART tree used for text normalization to split tokens [5] 
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a handwritten rule for the expansion of currency expressions, that says ’If the expres-
sion contains or is followed by billion, put billion before pounds’ - which would be an
example of the fragility of hand-written rules when situations get complex. However,
the $/£ discrepancy shows that CARTs can be fragile too, when there is not enough
training data (or the data is not a well-balanced sample).

3.2 POS tagging

Festival uses a HMM tagger, which assigns tags based on previous tags and the current
word. There are some cases it gets right, e.g.:
I am pleased to present\VB. I am pleased with my present\JJ.
While the noun present is incorrectly tagged as an adjective, this has no impact on the
pronunciation. On the other hand, this error does impact pronunciation: I am pleased
to desert\NN. I am pleased with my desert\NN.
This suggests that desert occurred so much more frequently as a noun than as a verb
in the training data, that even in an overwhelmingly verb-like context it is tagged NN.

Other POS errors occur with homographs such as read and lead. The
tag seems to have no effect on the pronunciation retrieved from the dictionary:
”I [rɛd] yesterday”
”I have [rid]”
”To [rid] is to live”
The same occurs for lead, but here even the POS tag seems to have no effect. This

could be because its POS dictionary entries are formatted:

Neither the POS tags nor the homograph disambiguation tags that Festival assigns are
in the right format for this dictionary, so the first entry in the dictionary - [lɛd] - is
always chosen.

3.3 Phrase break prediction

Phrase break prediction in Festival makes some mistakes because some punctuation
marks have not been included in the rules, e.g.:
Phrase break No phrase break
Strange, it’s not working. Strange – it’s not working.
Strange; it’s not working. Strange - it’s not working.
Strange. It’s not working. Strange ... It’s not working.
Otherwise, the phrase breaks are rarely wrong (as phrase breaks are often optional

in natural speech), but can sound unnatural, e.g. in a very long list like I bought

5
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capitalisation, “¡…!“ in Spanish etc) are used to calculate probabilities (Jurafsky and 

Martin 2009, p285). For languages such as Japanese where white space is not used, 

tokenisation can be a lot more difficult so tend to have to be dictionary based and may 

separate grammatical feature from stems e.g ” ” (I am eating rice) may 

become [“ ”,” ”,” ”,” ”,” ”,” ”] while only comprising of 4 distinct words. (Mikio 

Nkano et al, 2001)

Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging is the assigning of grammatical type labels to to-

kens based of the likelihood of the token being a certain type in respect to the types of 

the surrounding tokens. Assigning the type of a dictionary (lexicon) word like “keyboard” 

with one possible label, NN (non-plural common noun), is trivial as can be seen in Figure 

1.2, however, for a word such as “limit” with multiple grammatical types, the decision is 

context based and a “most probable” solution must be given. One solution is to train 

POS taggers on hand labelled data and use a Hidden-Markov Model Tagger, this makes 

predictions using how likely one tag is to precede/succeed another as well as the likeli-

hood of that word having the tag itself (e.g. “limit” has a higher probability of being NN 

than VBZ(third person verb)) . This can be combined with N-grams to make a simple but 

accurate solution to the problem of homograph disambiguation (King 2017, slide 25). 

The function in Festival is (POS). An incorrect POS tag often is the culprit to errors in the 

following sections that lead to erroneous output speech.

2.1.1 Non-Standard Words

A non standard word (NSW) can be an abbreviation (Dr., St., etc), number 

sequence (telephone no., ZIP code) or any sort of unseen string. The pronuncia-

Figure 1.2: POS tagging of “keyboard” in Festival
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Figure 1.1. Festival expands currencies with hard-coded rules. (CSTR, 2015) 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Festival inserts “dot” when expanding “£24.99” (top) but not when expanding 

“#24.99” (bottom). 
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Exam Number: B120576
Speech Processing Assignment 1 

Word Count: 2825 (2331 + 494) 

Part I. Lab Report 

1. Introduction 

This report introduces the Festival text-to-speech toolkit and explores synthesis mistakes in the 

context to the system’s properties and architecture. 

2. Background 

Speech synthesis refers to the task of using textual input to generate speech output. The system 

architecture is broadly divided into two consecutive steps, each containing a series of procedures. In 

the first step, the text is processed through a group of natural language processing procedures 

termed the front-end, which produces a set of linguistic specifications. In the second step, the 

specification is used to generate the output waveform. 

�
Figure 1: Different steps in the TTS pipeline.

2.1 Front-end 
The front-end begins with text normalisation, which prepares raw input for natural processing tasks 

further down the pipeline. First, the system tokenises the textual input through splitting it by 

whitespace. Then, the tokens need to be grouped into utterances. Since punctuations do not 

necessarily correspond to utterance boundaries, TTS systems use machine learning to predict 

whether tokens indicate the edge of a segment. In particular, Festival uses Classification and 

Regression Trees (CARTs) (Black, Taylor and Caley, 2014). 
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Fig. 2. Number of total disambiguations between part of speech tags [5] 

 

C. Phase Breaks 
As stated in the manual of Festival, there are two 

methods to generate phrase breaks from a sentence after going 
through the aforementioned stages of the pipeline. 

a) CART Tree:  
CART trees are basically decision trees which 

generate binary trees based on the training data. Pruning is 
usually done in decision trees but it is not done in festival as we 
only have few attributes (previous word, current word, next 
word).  
 Also, CART trees are generated by checking the 
entropies for every attribute split. But Random Forests are 
models that find has a possible number of decision trees that 
are generated by splitting with attributes randomly, given a 
training set. These models have proven to be better in 
perplexity and generalization error. 
 I consider the main reason for using a CART tree is 
that it is more readable. As the training data is annotated 
manually, the model can be checked by the people who are 
either annotating or writing grammar rules. 
 

b) A probabilistic graphical model: 
 This type of models basically builds a probabilistic 
model like n-grams. Having said that the concept is inspired by 
the n-gram model, festival also uses a n-gram model (n 
assumed to be 3 [previous word, current word, next word], but 
can be modified bybreak_ngram_name parameter). 
 My perception on this kind is actually a HMM model 
where the hidden state as the POS tags conditioned on breaks 
and distribution of breaks and non-breaks as priors though 
HMM is not explicitly mentioned anywhere in the 
documentation. To back my hypothesis festival uses a Viterbi 
decoder strategy to build the model. 

 This model is said to be little bit complex model 
comparing to Decision tree and it has its own perks of being 
complex. As this uses an n-gram model as a dataset, the model 
is expected to be smoothed already which means that the 
unseen words are handled to an extent. This lets us to find 
breaks that occur for words that have not occurred during 
training.  
 
 

D. Pronounciation 
Lexicons are acoustic models where words (tokens in 

general) are transcribed to audio signals. On a deeper level, 
lexicons just provide phone sets for every word. Phone sets are 
basically letter combination of the given words. Then these 
letters are converted to audio by LTS model. 
 

Compiled lexicons usually have three parts for every record 
or entry in a lexicon list. The three parts are the word itself, the 
POS tag of the word, the LTS description. This format is called 
the compiled version of a lexicon. Festival is using LTS rule 
devised by U.S. Naval Research Laboratories. Pronunciation 
varies for a same word if the POS tags are different.  
 
 There is an alternative way to implement the concept. 
SOTA techniques uses neural networks like a deep generative 
model like WaveNet [6]. These neural networks basically work 
with vectorized audio inputs which can be derived from 
spectral and rhythm features. These features can be used to 
create one-hot feature vector representation. These can be fed 
into the universal approximant which can produce vectors 
which can be converted back to the audio signals.  
 

E. Lexicon (LTS) 
Lexicons are inventories or databases where words 

and their structural split-up with diphones or unit phones are 
stored with stress values at appropriate places. Different entries 
for a same word occurs. That is because same word might have 
different pronunciations. This does not handle any problems 
with unit selection or concatenation. But this is an earlier stage 
where concatenation gets its prosodic parameters from. 
 

(“lead” (jj metal) (((l e d) 1))) 
 

F. Intonation 
In general, two main parts of Intonation modelling are 

locating the accents and realizing the proper f0 value given the 
accents. 

Intonation, in festival, can be synthesised by various 
simpler or complex methods and the architecture depends on 
the application. 

A CART tree is used to predict the variation of the 
frequency by having mean and a variational standard variation 
values.  Or both accents and target ends could be predicted by 
CART trees. Linear regression models are even used to predict 
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phoneme, or letter to sound conversion, by attempting to apply the left to right sequence to each 

character in order to create the apt phonemes.  Mapping of character to phoneme comes at high 

and low costs. For example, the character k maps to the phoneme /k/ with a low cost where the 

phoneme /l/ matches with the character at a high cost. The dynamic time warping (DTW) technique, 

“it is a dynamic-program algorithm that effectively searches all possible alignments and picks the 

one which has the lowest total cost (Taylor, pg 219).” Despite searching for the lowest costs using 

the algorithm, the output is still pronounced incorrectly.  

5. Waveform generation 

 While searching for error in the waveform generation category I came across a choppy 

pronunciation of the word Pennsylvania. I believe the pronunciation of the word was affected by 

mismatched diaphone concatenation. Below the two examples in which Festival performed the 

error.  

     “That honour goes to the University of Pennsylvania.”  

     “Pennsylvania, Arkansas, Alabama.”  

          
 

 There is a tendency to use diaphone rather than single phones for concatenative purposes. With the 

phone being in the middle of the diaphone, coarticulation is modeled by transition from one unit to 
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sequences when calculating the probability, the tag context is an important determiner for the              

probability  (Jurafsky and  Martin,  2009, 139-140). 

HMMs are commonly used for part-of-speech (POS) tagging. They take a sequence of             

words and find the most probable sequence of POS tags. Below is a figure borrowed from                

Jurafsky and Martin, 2009. It compares two possible tag sequences for the sentence “Secretariat              

is  expected  to  race tomorrow”.  I  have highlighted  to  more probable tag  sequence. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Two  tag  sequences  for  the sentence “Secretariat  is  expected  to  race tomorrow”. 

The more probable sentence is  highlighted.  (Jurafsky and  Martin,  2009, 143) 

 

The horizontal arrows represent the transition probability, or the chance one tag follows             

another. The vertical arrows represent the emission probability, or the chance of a word given a                

tag. This figure expresses how context can help the HMM classify a word as a POS. The word                  

“race”  is  more likely  to  be a verb  if  it follows  the word “to” (Jurafsky and  Martin,  2009, 143).  
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/ˈklɑːsi fʌɪə/. Lots of words get pronounced incorrectly if any type  of punctuation is 
added after them. What  I noticed  is that  the  words that  usually get mispronounced are 
the  ones that  contain  a  word  within them. 
 
By checking the  structure  for  the  correctly pronounced instance  and  the  incorrectly one 
they  look the  same  in  all  of the  front-end  part thus  I have  concluded that  this  was a 
waveform error. 
 
Figure  3  shows the  incorrect pronunciation for  ‘Classifier’ while  Figure  4  shows the 
correct one. 
 

 
Figure  3 
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3.5.2 Diphone Labelled Incorrectly in the Database 

Input: “I had to bake cookies.” 

Error: The word “had” is not pronounced in the sentence, it appears that Festival says “I’d” instead 

of “I had” – although the phoneme segment is correct. 

Explanation: The spectrogram for the “I had” part of the input is inspected for any errors, figure 9 

shows part of this spectrogram marked where the phoneme /h a/, in “had”, should be. The marked 

section seems to show what appears to be formants for /d/ in “I’d”, which indeed, shows that the 

wrong diphone was selected for /h a/. 

The (Unit) relation was examined to find the source of the diphone retrieved for the /h a/. The 

diphone was taken from a recording in a file called artitic_b0366.wav [9]. After playing this file in 

Wavesurfer, the reason for incorrect pronunciation of “I had to bake cookies” becomes clear. The 

recorded speech is “I forgot how easily I’d taught myself from the printed page”, and the diphone for 

/h a/ was taken at 1.748 seconds into the file which is when “I’d” occurs. 

There is likely to be other diphones that are labelled wrongly, so Festival would need to somehow 

review their database of diphones to check that they are labelled correctly. 

 

Figure 9: The highlighted area indicates the part of the spectrogram where there should be energy 
for “had”. 

4 Discussion and Conclusion 

Festival needs a lot work of work done to it to make it viable for use normal use as most of the core 

modules produce errors. 
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3.5. Waveform generation 
 

Phrase Error 

Unnatural ghosts Click between ‘a’ and ‘l’, indicated by a sudden rise in pitch in the 

word 

Edinburgh is 

bigger 

Extra ‘u’ syllable added at the end of ‘burgh’ 

 

 

Figure 2: Waveform (y axis is amplitude) and spectogram (y axis is frequency) of 'unnatural ghosts', with 

the highlighted part containing the error. Notice the sudden increase in amplitude in the waveform 

where the click is audible. 

Axes

better to actually draw 
them on the figure

it’s acceptable 
to describe the axes in the caption



word selection (Jurafsky, D., Martin, J.H., 2009). For instance, I input “I live in a live world”

in the Festival. And Festival can tag the first “live” as verb. Because the probability of verb

following noun (I) and “live” belonging to verb is highest.

2.1.3 Phrase break prediction

After defining the POS tag, it’s important to predict break between two words. For example, I

input “How are you, Mary? Do you have your lunch?”. I expected no break (NB) between

words without punctuation but there should be a break (B) after comma and a big break (BB)

after question mark. (Phrasify) function of Festival can help to that problem by CART.

Features (see Table 2.2) are extracted from training data. They can be the predictors to

classify B, NB or BB.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Previous Tag DET VBB NOUN

Current Tag NOUN PRON PUNC

Next Tag VERB PUNC End Mark

Break NB B BB

If most break (B) situations happen when their next tag is PUNC, we can take “is next tag

PUNC?” as node in CART model to predict break.

2.2 Pronunciation and prosody

The next step is to find pronunciation and prosody of words after text processing.

2.2.1 Lexicon look up

The first thing to do is to look up dictionary (lexicon) to get the right pronunciation.

Head POS phonemes

present NNS ((( p r e ) 1) (( z n t ) 0)

present VBZ ((( p r i ) 0) (( z @ n t ) 1)

Table 2.2 It’s hypothetical table which shows the break results collected from training data.
PUNC means punctuation. End mark means symbol likes </s> to indicate the end of the
sentence. But this is not the actual one from Festival

Table 2.3 A lexicon entries including the headword which might be any token, POS,
syllable structure, phones and stress markings (may not be included)

Axes
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the vertical direction is 

presumably time
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li-1  li  li+1  li+2  PHONEME 

-  t  i  m  [t] 

s  t  r  i  [t] 

a  t  c  a  [t] 

a  t  c  h  [ch] 

a  t  h  e  [th] 

i  t  c  h  [ch] 

Figure 2.2: Toy training dictionary for LTS CART 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Toy CART for LTS 

 

Axes

again, this table has axes, but 
they are not made clear
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2.2.3	Prosodic	analysis	

Afterwards,	prosodic	analysis	would	be	taken.	 In	 this	section,	Festival	should	make	

phrase	break	predictions	by	building	binary	classifier	based	on	the	POS	tagging	results.		

We	can	create	a	data	set	by	labelling	all	the	break	words	and	recording	the	previous	

and	next	several	words	(as	Table	4).	Then	we	could	use	CART	classification	model	to	

build	a	binary	classifier.	

	

Table	4.	Training	data	for	phrase	break	prediction	

	

2.3 Waveform generation 

After	analyzing	the	input	text,	the	festival	system	will	synthesis	waveform	using	the	

audio	from	the	pre-recorded	speech	database.	We	could	use	Wave_synth	function	to	

complete	 this	 task,	 and	 the	 relation	Unit,	 SourceCoef,	 TargetCoef,	 SourceSegment,	

US_map,	and	Wave	could	be	generated.		In	this	stage,	Festival	system	concatenates	

different	segment	of	diphone	units	and	then	completes	some	waveform	manipulation	

tasks.		

2.3.1	Diphone	unit	selection	and	concatenation	

The	 first	 step	 is	 diphone	unit	 selection	 and	 concatenation.	 Festival	may	 list	 all	 the	

possible	diphone	combinations	and	choose	the	best	sequence	among	all	the	candidate	

sequences.	After	choosing	these	sequences	and	concatenating	them,	there	must	be	

some	pronunciations	are	not	as	clear	as	normal	speech.	Therefore,	the	festival	would	

modify	it	in	the	next	step.		

2.3.2	Waveform	manipulation	

This	step	 is	 to	modify	 the	concatenated	waveform	 in	 the	previous	step	 in	order	 to	

smooth	 the	waveform	and	make	 it	more	 likely	 to	 be	 as	 harmonious	 as	 a	 person’s	

speech.	One	method	to	modify	the	 initial	waveform	is	TD-PSOLA,	which	could	only	

Token	 Word1	 Word2	 Word3	

Break	mark	 NB	 NB	 BB	

Token	 Word4	 Word5	 Word6	

Break	 NB	 NB	 B	

Axes

not clear if this is two tables 
stacked together, or what
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diphones	with	the	lowest	target	and	join	costs	are	chosen.	Signal	processing	is	needed	in	

order	to	create	a	smooth	join	and	avoid	unnatural	audible	joins	or	clicks.	A	windowing	

function	is	applied	at	the	joins.	If	they	are	both	voiced,	their	pitch	periods	must	also	

match	up	at	the	join	(Jurafsky	and	Martin	2009:	308).		

	

The	Time-Domain	Pitch-Synchronous	OverLap-and-Add	(TD-PSOLA)	algorithm	is	used	

to	modify	the	fundamental	frequency	and	duration	of	waveforms	to	match	the	

specification.	This	takes	place	in	the	time	domain.	

	

To	alter	duration,	pitch	periods	are	simply	either	duplicated	or	deleted:	

	

	

Figure	4:	Using	TD-PSOLA	to	alter	duration.	Figure	5a	is	the	signal	being	modified.	

Figure	5b	shows	a	decrease	in	duration,	Figure	5c	shows	an	increase	in	duration.	

To	change	fundamental	frequency,	the	distance	between	individual	pitch	periods	is	

modified,	moving	them	closer	together	to	increase	it,	and	further	apart	to	decrease	it.	

When	increasing	fundamental	frequency,	the	signals	are	added	where	they	overlap	in	

Axes
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Figure 3.3: The waveform representation of “Aberdeenshire” 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 3.4: Waveform and spectrogram of the click between “sh” and “ire”, 
shows click and silence where sounds should be concatenated.  
 
 
 
 
 

more wrong labels
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3.6. Other types of mistakes 

Intonation 

 Festival did not also differentiate intonations for the following three sentences: 

love_d (“I love you.”), love_e (“I love you!”) and love_q (“I love 

you?”). They all have identical spectrogram and pitch (Figure 3). 

 

 
Figure 3: Spectrogram with pitch accent (in blue) for the utterances “I love you.”, “I love you!” 

and “I love you?” 

 

 Normally, we would at least expect a rise of pitch, instead of a dip, at the end of 

exclamatory and interrogative utterances (Breckenridge Pierrehumbert 1980). We can infer 

that Festival was unable to find the necessary diphones in exclamatory or interrogative 

contexts, thus taking the diphones from the declarative context by default. 

 

4. Discussion and conclusion 

This report illustrates the complexities of speech synthesis. Most of the mistakes 

presented do not discredit Festival, but rather illustrate the many problems that plague TTS. 

These mistakes occur because of Festival’s inherent operational limitations. More intricate 

methods could, of course, help improve Festival’s already impressive operations: 

(1) The text normalization mistakes could easily be fixed by adding the non-standard 

words to the list that Festival already knows how to process. These mistakes only 

demonstrate the need for broadening the scope of a TTS system recognition of 

exception words.  
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shoes” is higher than that in “I wear dark shoes”. It is exactly what I have heard during 

the practice. Secondly, when focusing on the shape of these two waveforms, the phone 

units in Figure 6 are closer to each other (both in “sh” part and “uuu” part), which 

indicates that Festival added and overlapped the phones, so the pitch is increased in 

Figure 6.  

Suggestion: 

The different pitch of a same word might because adding the adjective “dark” before 

“shoes”, which means when generate waveforms, Festival always consider the 

neighboring phones. Therefore, if Festival can take distant phones into consideration, the 

result might be better. Other methods like dynamic programming (Donovan & Eide, 1998) 

and adopting cost functions with threshold (Hunt & Black, 1996) might also help to solve 

it. 

 

Figure 6 waveform of “sh” and “uuu” in “I wear shoes.”. 

 

 

magnitude 

Frequency(hz) 

0.3815 

-0.3657 

magnitude 

Frequency(hz) 

0.1754 

-0.2303 
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Figure 2: ”NLP is currently a hot topic” waveform

The first bit of silence that can be seen in the sound wave in figure
number 2 is between L and P whereas one would expect it to be
between P and is. Moreover, the p iii diphone is missing so Festival
replaces it with the shorter one p ii which makes it sound like P and
is are one word. You could also hear wherever there is a joint point
the sound is not very smooth and does not sound natural.

4 Discussion and conclusion

In conclusion, Festival is a pretty well-written system, but there is
definitely room for improvement. There are a number of diphones
missing and it would be a big improvement to add them to the
system. Adding more words to the lexicon and not having to turn
to the letter-to-sound model so often would result in more words
being pronounced correctly. The machine learning methods can be
improved by training the classifiers on larger amounts of data and
using more appropriate features.

6
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of  recorded  natural  speech,  by  cutting  them  from  steady  points  from  two  adjacent  sounds.  However,

concatenating phonemes isn’t the best solution for generating the waveform, because we may lose important

information for the acoustic signal, given that all the joins happen at the least stable part of the waveform.

Additionally, the essential prosodic features will possibly be lost, if PSOLA will not be used (Taylor (2009),

p. 303-307). Thus, another approach is adopted by Festival, the unit selection synthesis, which consists of

large dataset. According to this method, the system retrieves the best units from the recorded speech, which

have to be as possibly as mismatched to the linguistic contexts. Although, in the sentence “I am coming

Spiridoula”, Festival couldn’t generate correctly the waveform for the word ‘Spiridoula’. Despite the fact

that in the module ‘Segment’, there is a proper phonetic transcription for the character ‘a’ corresponding to

the phoneme /a/, we can observe that in the end of the waveform, there is an increase of formants indicating

the transition from a open- back- front vowel to a close- high-front one. During unit selection synthesis, the

system confuses the phonemes considering that some diphone missing and assigning it to the schwa vowel.

There is an automatically wrong alignment between character and  its corresponding phoneme. One solution

to this analysis could be the resolution of the wrong label.  

Figure 2: We can see from the spectrogram the transition from a back- front vowel /a/ to a high- front

vowel  /i/,  instead  of  having  silence  after  the  phoneme  /a/,  as  the  correct  pronunciation  of  the  name

“Spiridoula” indicates.

Axes

multiple plots in one - 
so need multiple axes



As the edges have this assimilatory feature they are considered context dependent. Diphones capture 

most of these naturally occurring co-articulations. Therefore joining diphones at midsection allows for 

better concatenation of sounds. 

‘Butterlflies and fireflies, one is beautful by day and the other by night’

However in our Festival input, there was a an error with joining diphones in our sequence. There is 

audible artifact in our join that may indicate that the concatenation process was not performed well. 

There is a noticable disjoin between diphones /fa/ and /ai/ (Fig. 4). These diphones are found together 

in the audio source and have no artifact when outputted using a shorter sequence such as ‘Butterfies 

and fireflies’. To resolve this we could implement an overlap method such as TD -PSOLA. This would 

prevent the pitch splits we see below. 

Fig 4. The disjoin after diphone concatenation.

Axes
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annotated
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3 Finding and explaining mistakes 

No speech synthesis is flawless, so I will now try to break Festival and document the 

errors I have found, mainly on focusing interesting errors that cause incorrect speech 

output. My methodology to finding errors is systematic. I input sentences that will 

most likely cause module specific errors. I will only record sentences that has the 

wrong speech output. 

 

3.1 Text normalisation 

Text normalisation in Festival takes place in command (Token_POS) and (Token). 

(Token_POS) adds feature to NSW for further processing and (Token) expand them 

formally. Therefore, I have experimented by inputting different categories of NSW 

(Sproat, Black, Chen, Kumar, Ostendorf, & Richards, 2001).  

The main mistakes I have found that affected the speech output are the inability to 

recognise the following category of NSW: 

ID Type Input 

1.a Metric “This battery is 5V” 

1.b Tittle “Kennedy Jr.” 
1.c Currency “$100bn” 

1.d Degree Honour  “I achieved a 2.1” 

1.e Degree title “BA Law” 

 

This module recognises limited category of NSW. For example, year (“1998”), date 

(“20/11/05”), title (“Mr.”), street (“St.”), cardinal (“13”), letter (“A”) and ordinal (“Charles 

III”). The CART is not trained on other labels of NSW like above. It would solve this by 

adding more labelled categories of NSW for training the CART. 

  

Tables

compact list of 
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Speech  Processing                                                   B070773 

NSWs, reveals that £3.45  has not been  tagged  with  a  type, however running  the  next 

command  - Token  - shows that the  NSW is incorrectly expanded  into  three  pounds dot forty 

five. Festival  must have  correctly recognised  the  currency expression  because  the 

expansion  has moved  the  word  for £  from before  three  to  after it. The  error gets even  more 

puzzling  when  Festival  appears to  be  able  to  deal  with  the  dollar sign  correctly when  the 

sentence  It cost $3.45  was synthesised  as the  output was It cost three  dollars forty five . It 
seems that whatever rules applied  to  currency expressions with  a  $  sign  in  them have  not 

been  applied  successfully to  this currency expression  with  a  £  symbol  in  it. Figure  2 provides 

a  summary.  

 

NSW Expected output Festival output Error?  

£3.45  three  pounds forty 

five  

three  pounds dot 

forty five  

Yes 

$3.45  three  dollars forty 

five  

three  dollars forty 

five  

No  

  

Figure  2. Expected  and  Festival  output for two  NSWs differing  only in  the  currency symbol. 

Errors are  boldfaced.  

 

3.2  POS-tagging errors 

The  garden  path  sentence  the  old  man  the  boat was synthesised  and  judged  to  have 

an  error because  there  was stress on  man  instead  of old . This was judged  to  be  an  error 

because  here  man  is a  verb  and  stress on  a  verb  sounds unnatural  (unless for emphasis). 

The  POS function  reveals that man  has incorrectly been  tagged  as NN and  old  as JJ. This 

suggests that Festival’s POS-tagger has made  an  error.  

 

Festival  uses an  HMM-based  tagger with  a  Viterbi  decoder to  assign  tag  sequences 

at run  time. HMMs are  probabilistic, so  the  problem could  be  that the  tag  sequence  old/JJ 

man/NN is more  likely than  old/NN man/VB so  the  former is usually chosen  over the  latter. 

Intuitively, this seems correct, but it has the  consequence  that the  sentence  doesn’t have  a 

verb  - making  it very unlikely since  sentences should  typically have  verbs.  
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Festival  and  other modern  systems use  machine learning because it performs better in 
practice. 
 
 
The  concatenative method  of speech  synthesis works by concatenating real  recordings 
of speech. This  approach can  sound  very natural  on  very bad. This  is determined by a 
variety of factors, such  as: speech  dataset size, the  post-lexical rules, the  unit size  we 
use  and  the  intonation we  apply. 
 

2.2  Pipeline 
The  text to  speech  (TTS)  pipeline is split into two  main  components. Those  can  be  seen 
in  Figure  1. 
 
 

 
Figure  1 
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Figure 6:

3.5 Waveform generation

To break festival on this step we indeed had no specific strategy, but to try
out numerous words to stumble on some waveform generation mistake. Af-
ter following plan with numerous words, for specific types of pronunciations,
we noticed unique waveform generation errors elaborated as follows.
For words such as LOOP, ROOM, LOOT etc. Festival transcripts them
correctly but during the time of waveform generation it does not provide
proper duration to vowel phones leading to mispronunciation. Since in the
actual pronunciation these words have a comparatively longer vowel oo thus
making them exceptions as compared to most other words of similar spelling
such as look, book, hook etc. where oo is shorter in duration as compared
to loop, room etc.
Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate the spectrograms produced by articulation of
word loop and look as pronounced by native British speaker (pronunciation
downloaded as mp3 from Oxford dictionary website). On the other hand,
figures 8 and 9 display spectrogram of them being pronounced by festival.

Tables 5 and 6 summarize the details within both spectrograms related
to words LOOP and LOOK respectively.

It is evident from tables 5 and 6 that vowel oo words look and loop

10
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Fig.1 “I thought it was an issue when he stopped calling” 
 

 
 
 
 
Fig.2 “role model” 
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5. Mini Literature Review- Topic 1  

5.1. Three Methods of Intonation Modeling  

In this article, it clearly outlines the three different models that are used for generating 

intonation, therefore aiming to show the different prosodic styles used to represent prosody 

prediction. I found the outlining’s of each model helpful when it came to the results as you 

had background information in how each model processes prosodic features such as pitch, 

duration and realisation of F0. To evaluate each fairly, they use the same texts, TTS system 

(Festival), and speaker for reporting each of the approaches. This will furthermore be helpful 

in showing how the input information has great importance to the resulting synthesis quality 

through each of the models used. In the acoustic inventory, it emphasises how the units are 

also a variable that can subsequently further differentiate the prosody models. However, it 

would have been good to highlight earlier on how each model’s units would depend on how 

close the target prosody corresponds to the recorded utterances in the inventory.   

 

To make the experiment fair, all listeners were unfamiliar with text-to-speech synthesis, 

making the article an even more reliable source. In the results, the bar graph (Figure 1) is a 

good visual representation of the mean ratings, however, the units on the graph are not 

explicit, especially of the mean opinion score (MOS) of their judgements to each model. It 

also might have been more helpful in having more graphs that showed the results of WSJ 

prosodic styles and Prompt prosodic styles to further evaluate the importance of the 

different input data effecting the output synthesis quality with differences in the three 

different intonation models being assessed. Overall, this is a reliable source in experimenting 

with prosody and intonation.   
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 While there are no explicit intonation predictions made in Festival, estimated F0 values for each 

syllable are made, based on ToBI labelling of pitch marks (Jurafsky & Martin, 2009). The pitch marks are 

then used to predict three frequency points along the unit for the F0 value to follow. This data, as well as 

that of target duration values, is also included in the internal representation for further processing. 

 2.3 Waveform Generation 

 The back end of the TTS pipeline is the conversion from the internal representation to the output 

waveform. Waveform generation usually involves the concatenation of diphones, which are the second 

half of the first phone and the first half of the second phone (See Fig. 4). The diphones are selected this 

way to have the join be at the most stable formant location, away from the influence of surrounding 

sounds and speech variations like coarticulation (Jurafsky & Martin, 2009). Some systems have one 

!4

Figure 3: Example of training data for the letter “o”

predictors

ppp pp p n nn nnn predictee

- - d o n ' t ou

- - w o r r y uh

- - m o n e y uh

- - h o n e y uh
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Next, prosody can be decided from a machine learning algorithm that uses ToBI labelled F0 

contours and syllable information to predict phrase boundaries, intonation events, pitch accent etc., and 

the placement and strength of breaks (NB, B, BB in Festival’s (Phrasify myutt)). 

2.3  WAVEFORM GENERATION 

 The purpose of the waveform generation section of the pipeline is to concatenate and 

manipulate units of pre-recorded speech based on the linguistic specification given by the front-end. 

Festival uses diphones; units of sound which are the end of one phone and the start of the next (taken 

from a stable point in the middle of the waveform). 

 
Figure modelling the structure of diphones from phones. 

In Festival, the assignment of diphones (as well as the names of the original Arctic recordings 

each diphone came from) can be seen in the Unit relation of the (Wave_Synth myutt) function. 

Diphones are a good unit to use for TTS, especially in comparison to phones or larger units. This is 

because the small inventory can be combined flexibly to make authentic sounding utterances, as 

diphones can more closely mimic connected speech if the units carry the acoustic effect of adjacent 

phones. The disadvantage of using small units like diphones is that there is a high number of joins – 

opportunities for unnaturalness where units connect to one another and mismatches in F0 and segment 

quality etc. can create an audible jolt. 

This is rectified by TD-PSOLA, which results in a convincing concatenation of the diphones by 

altering them to be more similar. To alter the duration of segments, individual pitch periods are 

duplicated or deleted in order to lengthen or shorten the duration respectively. To lower the F0, the 

distance between individual pitch periods is increased; while to heighten the F0, the distance is 

decreased by ‘overlapping and adding’ the edges of the pitch periods. Then the join is smoothed further 

by averaging the distance in F0. This, as well as naturally similar or consecutive diphones, often results in 

reasonably natural sounding speech. However, issues remain, as discussed in 3.5 and 3.6. 

The resulting waveform is passed on as the output waveform, and the TTS synthesis process is complete. 
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2.1.3 Waveform Generation 

The output from the frontend is used to generate the waveform of the sound we hear as speech. 

Here, I will focus on concatenative waveform generation, i.e. the rearrangement of pre-

recorded speech segments to form new utterances (JM, 272). 

Good units for concatenation are diphones, which combine two neighbouring half-phones 

(Figure 2, O’Shaughnessy et al. 1988, 56). Using diphones is advantageous as they can capture 

context-dependency between neighbouring sounds, while forming a reasonably small 

inventory at the order of n² (where n is the number of phones; ibid., 59). The speech stream is 

segmented in the middle of phones, where sound quality is most stable. Thus, small errors in 

determining phone boundaries do not cause severe problems (ibid., 55). 

 
Figure 2: Diphones 

Information processing methods are applied to make the concatenation points less audible. As 

there are variations between phones in recorded human speech, cutting and re-joining them 

will cause the formants (characteristic sound qualities reflecting the shape of the vocal tract, 

see Ladefoged, Johnson 2015, 187f.) to “jump” unnaturally, which can be heard as a clicking or 

vibrating sound. Pitch and duration are adjusted to match intonation patterns (JM, 274f.). 

One algorithm for doing this is TD-PSLOA, Time-Domain Pitch-Synchronous Overlap-And-Add. 

In TD-PSOLA, pitch is modified by moving individual pitch periods (the sound wave over the 

course of one vibration cycle of the vocal folds) closer together or farther apart, adding them 

where they overlap (see Ladefoged 1996, 18-20 for details on pitch period and pitch). Duration 

is varied by duplicating individual pitch periods (JM, 274f.). 

2.2 Festival 

The experiments reported here were run in festival, an implementation of the TTS framework 

outlined above (Black et al. 2014). The central data structure in festival is an utterance, which 

is built step by step walking “top-down” through the pipeline. The utterance structure has 
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Figure  2 . Front-End  scheme, with  an  input-output example. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure  3 . Diphone  units. 
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&

NSW&tokens&are&expanded&into&words&using&various&rules,&for&example&the&abbreviation&

“Mr.”&will&come&to&be&pronounced&as&the&full&word&“Mister”.&

&

ii.! Part>of>Speech(POS),Tagging,

POS&tags&are&assigned&using&a&Hidden&Markov&Model(HMM)&as&described&by&Jurafsky&and&

Martin(2009,&5.5).&The&probability&of&a&tag&sequence&for&a&sentence&is&the&product&of&all&

emission&probabilities,&the&probability&of&word&given&tag,&and&transition&probabilities,&the&

probability&of&tag&given&tag&of&word&before.&These&emission&and&transition&probabilities&are&

trained&on&data&annotated&with&labelled&tree&structures.&All&instances&of&a&word&having&a&

specific&part&of&speech,&or&a&certain&tag&sequence&are&counted&and&normalised&to&give&the&

probability&of&that&wordBtag&or&tagBtag&sequence.&The&Viterbi&algorithm&is&used&to&determine&

the&most&probable&tag&sequence.&&

POS&tagging&is&useful&in&TTS&for&disambiguating&homographs.&It&is&also&used&later&on&in&the&

pipeline&as&a&predictor&for&prosodic&features&such&as&intonation&event&placement.&&

!"# = %&'(%)* + ,- !- +(!-|!-0")
#

-2"
&

Equation'1:'HMM'equation'for'POS'tagging'(Jurafsky'and'Martin'2009,'5.5)'

&

iii.! Pronunciation,,

TTS&Systems&include&a&dictionary&of&pronunciations(Jurafsky&and&Martin&2009,&8.2).&These&

pronunciations&can&include&additional&information&such&as&POS&tag&to&disambiguate&

competing&pronunciations.&If&a&word&is&included&in&this&dictionary,&then&the&TTS&system&

simply&retrieves&the&pronunciation&from&the&dictionary.&For&nonBdictionary&words&letterBtoB

sound(LTS)&rules&are&applied.&In&English,&each&grapheme&can&have&multiple&pronunciations,&

therefore&a&TTS&system&must&decide&which&phoneme&to&select&in&any&given&context&using&a&

CART&tree.&Generally,&this&tree&uses&surrounding&letters,&and&the&preceding&phone&in&the&

pronunciation&sequence&as&predictors.&This&type&of&classifier&works&through&the&input&one&



2.5 Prosodic Analysis

We not only need the information which phonemes need to be more stressed than others in a
word but also the duration and pitch of the word compared to other parts of the phrase. This
is important to transport various meanings like questions or statements (Jurafsky and Martin
(2009, p. 300)). Furthermore, Jurafsky and Martin (2009, p. 296) explain that all sentences have
an internal structure: how words are grouped together. This has an impact how they are voiced
in terms of duration and frequency. With this in mind, we need information how to change
each duration and F0 frequency of each phoneme. A simple model applies a question rise and
increases the F0 frequency for the last word of sentences with question marks.

2.6 Waveform generation

We now have all information to generate speech. The method here described uses pre-recorded
voice segments. Those segments are stored in a diphone-sound-dictionary.

The challenge in this step is to combine every diphone. There is F0 and duration of the recorded
diphone to change into the desisered F0 and duration, which are given from the previous steps
2.4 Phonetic Analysis and 2.5 Prosodic Analysis.

Signal processing methods like TD-PSOLA concatenate the recorded diphones and changes them
to the desired F0 and duration. Figure 2 shows how “pitch-synchronous frames” (Jurafsky and
Martin (2009, p. 310)) are expanded to increase the duration.

Figure 2: Example given by Jurafsky and Martin (2009, p. 310)) to increase duration of a diphone
by adding “pitch-synchronous frames” (Jurafsky and Martin (2009, p. 310)).

To reduce F0, frame will instead be removed. The method will not remove consecutive frames,
but chooses the removed frames over the whole diphone.

As Jurafsky and Martin (2009, pp. 308) describe, to change the F0 frequency a windowing
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Captions

but potentially confusing to 
reset numbering - better to continue 
in sequence, or prepend the section 

number, etc

good idea to 
number examples

For (1), Festival simply ignores the em dashes and rushes over the sentence without any 

breaks, as it might not recognise the em dashes as interpunction. For (2), Festival inserts an 

awkward break between “Atlanta” and “Georgia”. Festival likely assumes the comma 

indicates a small break, as two nnps separated by a comma such as “Mary, Andrea, and 

Susan” would usually indeed be separated by a break. Solving this would be complicated. 

Instead of the tag nnp, a specific tag for location could be added (nnl, for example) and the 

combination of a preposition and two nnls separated by a comma could then tell Festival to 

not add a phrase break. 

 

 3.4. Pronunciation 

 

 3.4.1. Dictionary pronunciation errors 

Considering the following examples:  

 

(1) “She is from Northern Ireland.” 

(2) “She wears leathern bracelets.” 

 

One would expect letter sequence ‘-thern’ in ‘Northern’ and ‘leathern’ to have received the 

same pronunciation in the dictionary. This is not the case, as ‘Northern’ has (faultily) 

received /r n!/ as the last sequence, and ‘leathern’ /dh @r r n/. This error in the dictionary 

causes Festival to back off in the waveform generation of ‘Northern’ and results in an 

incorrect pronunciation. This could be fixed by altering the pronunciation for the dictionary 

entry.   

 

 3.4.2. Letter-to-sound 

 

(1) “He ate a ciabatta” 

(2) “He said ciao and left.” 

 

In (1), “c” in ‘ciabatta’, which is not in the dictionary, has through LTS gotten the faulty 

phoneme /sh/. The word ciao in (2), however, is present in the dictionary and here “c” is 

correctly linked to /ch/. A solution could be found in rhyming analogy (JM 2009: 292; 

Liberman & Church 1991), where the pronunciation for “c” in ‘ciabatta’ would be deduced 

from ‘ciao’, since “c” in both cases is followed by “ia”.  



Figure 2: ”NLP is currently a hot topic” waveform

The first bit of silence that can be seen in the sound wave in figure
number 2 is between L and P whereas one would expect it to be
between P and is. Moreover, the p iii diphone is missing so Festival
replaces it with the shorter one p ii which makes it sound like P and
is are one word. You could also hear wherever there is a joint point
the sound is not very smooth and does not sound natural.

4 Discussion and conclusion

In conclusion, Festival is a pretty well-written system, but there is
definitely room for improvement. There are a number of diphones
missing and it would be a big improvement to add them to the
system. Adding more words to the lexicon and not having to turn
to the letter-to-sound model so often would result in more words
being pronounced correctly. The machine learning methods can be
improved by training the classifiers on larger amounts of data and
using more appropriate features.
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1.3. Finding and Explaining Mistakes 11

Figure 3: Corresponding spectogram and waveform for sentence 1.

monopolistic antagonism and polymorphous inelasticities, our policies

have to be more orthological.

In sentence 1 Festival is unable to pronounce correctly the word crypto-

plethorists (krihptplthaorsts) and in sentence 2 the word inelasticities (ih-

naxlaestihsaxtiyz). We believe that these errors are due to the limited local

context that the CART trees uses as predictors. Finally, the lexical stress is

wrong for the majority of words (e.g. giving heavy emphasis on la instead

of stis in inelasticities).

1.3.5 Waveform Generation

1. I apologize for my eccentric monologue, I emphasize my euharistia to

you, Kyrie to the eugenic and generous American Ethnos and to the

organizers and protagonists of his Amphictyony and the gastronomic

symposia.

2. In my epilogue, I emphasize my eulogy to the philoxenous autochthons

of this cosmopolitan metropolis and my encomium to you, Kyrie, and

the stenographers.

The waveform generator was unable to provide adequate pauses between

words towards the end of the sentence (Fig. 3) and in addition to synthesize

speech for the word autochthons. By looking at Fig. 4 it becomes apparent

that the word has been replaced with a long pause.

Spectrograms vs waveforms

what point 
is being made?



Figure 2: A waveform and spectrogram of the example sentence, “He plays piano”, anno-

tated into words and diphones.

or the’ (Jurafsky & Martin, 2009:169). However, many decisions cannot be reliably pre-

dicted by rules alone. Therefore, machine learning methods are often applied, which create

a Classification and Regression Trees (CART) when diverse hand-labelled data is inputted.

The CART algorithm decides which features (predictors) are best able to predict the cor-

rect decision (predictee). These features are then used to make decisions about unseen data.

The back end uses the linguistic specification and creates speech. Festival uses concate-

native diphone synthesis to retrieve diphone recordings that are stored in a database and

connect them together to build words. Diphones span from the middle of one phoneme to

the middle of the consecutive phoneme (Taylor, 2009:477). Diphones are used because the

speech signal in the middle of the phoneme is often approximately constant and context in-

dependent. Figure 2 shows a sentence annotated with its constituent diphones. For example

the release of [p] looks very di↵erent in the waveform depending on whether the following

segment is a vowel or a consonant. If the database contained phonemes, this di↵erence

could not be controlled.

5
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whether	this	word	demonstrates	phonetic	characteristics	of	other	languages.	If	it	does,	then	

letter	to	sound	rules	of	this	language	are	used.		

	

3.5	Waveform	Generation		

The	diphone	l_#	in	“homosexual”	sounds	as	if	it	were	going	into	/e/,	shown	by	the	

second	formant	increasing,	Figure	7.	This	doesn’t	happen	in	the	waveform	generated	for	

“sexual”,	proving	a	more	appropriate	diphone	is	available.	The	problem	stems	from	the	

evaluation	of	target	and	join	costs.	The	“homo”	prefix	must	have	triggered	the	Viterbi	

algorithm	to	prefer	this	diphone.	To	resolve	this,	the	CART	could	be	retrained	with	data	

including	more	l_#	diphones.	This	would	demonstrate	more	clearly	which	diphone	is	

appropriate.	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

			Figure	7,	l_#	formant	increasing	

A	waveform	generation	error	was	made	when	synthesizing	for	the	word	“Eucatastrophe”.	In	

the	concatenation	between	a_t	and	t_a	in	‘-cata-’,	the	join	is	audible	as	the	/t/	has	two	

bursts,	Figure	8,	the	first	indicated	in	blue	and	the	second	in	green.	This	is	a	problem	

Spectrograms vs waveforms

could have tweaked 
spectrogram settings to make 

formant more obvious
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Fig. 2. Left graph showing the waveform. right graph the LPC analysis of the spectro-

gram.

4 Discussion and conclusion

Overall, Festival is an efficient TTS system that is straightforward to work and
experiment with. It is open-source, it has a detailed and well-written documen-
tation, and its underlying methods are easy enough to understand for those
who are initially delving into the field of speech synthesis. Nevertheless, it is
important to point out many of the machine learning models in the system can
be improved to generalise better. Nowadays deep learning is gaining popularity
due to vast amounts of data available and the recent increase in computational
power and storage capacity. Exploring the use of feedforward multi-layer neu-
ral networks and larger training sets may result in a significant improvement in
Festival’s ability to produce natural sounding speech.

Literature review

The following literature review briefly summarises reviews and compares a pa-
per about intonation models (Black et al. (1998)) and one focused on prosody
prediction (Fordyce, Ostendorf, (1998)).

The intonation modelling paper mainly explores three intonation generation
models and then evaluates those with the help of 43 listeners who rate each
model on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 = bad and 5 = excellent. The first
model is primarily rule-based, the second one (called Tilt) uses CARTs trained
on continuous parameters derived from a speech database such as duration,
amplitude, peak position and tilt, representing the amounts of fall and rise in
the accent. The third model (named PaIntE) is similar to Tilt, but it uses a
sum of two sigmoids as a representation plus additional parameters (such as
the derivatives of the rising and fallin sigmoids). The prosody prediction paper
explores the use transformational rule-based learning (TRBL) algorithm trained
on broadcast news stories produced by a single speaker to predict symbolic
prosodic labels. For this algorithm to work, it requires an initial state, a set

Spectrograms vs waveforms
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silence$in$the$spectrogram$from$Figure$2.$While$these$are$arguably$small$phrase$breaks,$the$

pauses$inserted$by$Festival$are$too$long$to$sound$like$natural$speech.$

$

 

 
Figure 3: Spectrogram for Festivals output of "eggs, milk, and cheese" 

The$solution$to$this$issue$could$be$a$more$elaborate$system$of$choosing$which$punctuation$

marks$indicate$phrase$breaks,$rather$than$naively$assuming$that$each$comma$constitutes$

one.$Figure$3$shows$a$basic$decision$tree$for$deciding$which$commas$are$phrase$breaks: 
 

Phrase breaks 

Spectrograms vs waveforms
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A speech from the 2005 movie V for Vendetta, once fed into Festival, came out 

pretty accurately, except  that Festival disregarded an exclamation mark 

altogether (Fig. 07). This is a deeper problem, though, as from the context, this 

should have been inferred as the end of a (long) sentence. This may not be fair, 

however, since the sentences of this speech are quite elaborate and verbose. 

Regardless, more training data would probably fix issues like this one. 

Voila! […] violation of volition! The only verdict […]

“Voila […] violation of volition the only verdict […]”

FIG. 07

Spectrograms vs waveforms
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disregarded an exclamation 
mark” ?
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Waveform generation 

The last part in the synthesis pipeline is the waveform generation. Here the information 

from previous steps is used to create the actual sound. Most errors happen earlier in the 

pipeline, however occasionally errors occur in the waveform selection or the concatenation 

of the waveforms. One such example is the word “AIDS”, pronounced \ˈādz\. Here the 

output of the system sounds too short, as if part of the word was missing, the \ā\ sound is 

too short. To find the source or location in the pipeline of the error, it is useful to compare 

the phonemes assigned to “AIDS” with the phonemes assigned to a word using the same 

sound, such as day, pronounced \ˈdā\. Both words are correctly assigned the \ā\ sound, 

denoted by “ei” in the system. Therefore, the error is happening during waveform 

generation. Comparing the produced waveforms of “day” and “AIDS” (Fig 1 and 2), it is clear 

to see that part of the “AIDS” waveform seems to be cut off. Modifying the waveform of 

“AIDS” by substituting the incorrect first part with the \ā\ sound in the “day” waveform (Fig 

3), a satisfying result can be achieved. One possible explanation for this is the utilisation of 

diphone synthesis. When transforming the phones into diphones, the first part of the \ā\ 

sound might be lost due to a glitch in the system.  

 

 

Figure 1: Waveform of "day" Figure 2: Waveform of "AIDS", as produced by Festival 
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3.5 Waveform generation 
Provided there are no errors in the previous pipeline, the most likely cause for an 
error in waveform generation are: 

ID Type Input 
5.a Discontinuities in F0. 

See Figure 2.a 
“The pipe began to rust while new.” 

5.b Jumps in the formants.  
See Figure 2.b 

“I really didn’t like the play although 

the act was good.” 
5.c Sudden changes in amplitude. 

See Figure 2.c 
“Add the sum to the product of 
these three.” 

 

 

Figure 2.a: Highlighted section of “rust” had discontinued F0 in the spectrum slice. 
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was taken from too early in the word. This could be fixed by the implementation of a signal 

processing module such as TD-PSOLA, or the recording of more diphones. 

 

3.6. Other errors 

Further errors can occur in unit selection when the diphone has been incorrectly labelled, as 

exemplified in the error: 

- “He reads the book” (reads is pronounced “reds”) 

An analysis of the segment relations for the above utterance shows that the high front vowel is 

correctly identified in “reads” as /ii/. This is why it is not classed as a pronunciation error. The 

following is a spectrogram clearly shows that the high front vowel is not what we hear: 

 

Fig 7. A spectrogram produced for the utterance “He reads […]” 

An analysis of the waveform shows that the vowel in the word is the mid-front /e/ and not the high-

front /ii/, clearly visible in the raised F1. It is noticeably higher than the F1 for the vowel in “he”. 

Extraneous information, detracts from the point you’re making
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3.1 Text Normalization    

  

Text Normalization could sometimes be a challenging task to tackle in a TTS system like Festival, 

especially when dealing with nonstandard words; for instance, abbreviations like St. or Dr, or 

Roman numbers like II in Queen Elizabeth II, or numbers, dates and metric units, since the can be 

very ambiguous and hard to correctly identify and expand. In the example, that was given as input 

text in the pipeline, “The mail was sent to me on Thu 26 Oct 19:29:23.”, festival could not 

recognise Thu as Thursday or expand the time correctly. It would rather say Thu as [θu] and the 

time as “nineteen hours twenty-nine minutes twenty-three seconds”. Similarly, in the utterance 

‘Mum works 24/7.’ the non-standard word which would normally be uttered as ‘twenty-four seven’ 

metaphorically to indicate that mum works all days of the week non-stop, festival expanded/treated 

it as a fraction, and thus it would say ‘twenty-four sevenths’ instead. This is probably due to the fact 

that 24/7 is a very vague and ambiguous term with a non-literal meaning found at the end of the 

utterance.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.1 Inaccurate expansion of 24/7 
******** 

 
 

 

Seven after slash in 24/7 
expanded as seventh’s 
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3.2 POS Tagging 

 
POS tagging in Festival includes HMM tagger and uses Viterbi algorithm to assign 

tags, which is considered as a relatively well-defined process. (Caley, Taylor, & 

Black, 2014) However, when it comes to sentences such as “Plants need light and 

water”, mistagging occurred as shown in Figure 2.  Similar mistagging happened 

to “Files like a flower”, where “files” was tagged as VBZ (third person singular verb) 

instead of NN (plural noun) in this scenario. Another example is “Heat water in a 

large vessel”, where “heat” was interpreted as a noun in Festival instead of a verb 

as interpreted by humans. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2 POS tagging for the example sentence "Plants need light and water". The result on the 

left-hand side comes from Festival; the figure on the right-hand side is the expected interpretation 

by humans. 

POS tags are assigned a base probability of a tag given the word as well as n-

grams for the word sequences. As can be seen, all examples given here are 

relatively short sentences. In HMM tagging, this may not give sufficient information 

for n-grams in POS tagger to determine the correct word type. 
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Fig. 1: The TTS pipeline 

2.1.1 Machine Learning 

Most steps (except 5 and 9) rely on various Machine Learning algorithms, such as Classification 

and Regression Trees (CART). How each task is handled in detail is beyond the scope of this 

report, but the general idea is as follows (cf. Mitchell 1997, 5-14): Text items (e.g., words, 

sentences) and predictees (e.g., part-of-speech tags, phrase-breaks) are extracted from corpus of 

labelled words. Features (predictors; such as ‘capitalization’, ‘previous tag’) are derived from the 

items. A classifier then tries to group the examples according to their features, making the correct 

label predictable from each group. CART, for instance, uses features hierarchically to subdivide 

the training data, so that the “leaves” at the bottom of this process are groups of instances sharing 

the same feature values and (ideally) labels (Mitchell 1997, 52f.; see 3.3 for example). Classifiers 

“learn” to label items in such a way that minimises the error on future, unseen data. 

2.1.2 The Frontend 

Tokenization 

Although the output of TTS is continuous speech, the identity of individual input words is 

crucial to intermediate processing steps (such as dictionary-lookup; cf. Taylor 2009, 27-29). 

Written words are often, though not always, separable by whitespace. They may be 

concatenated with punctuation (“Veni, vidi, vici.”), or hyphenated in compounds (“sugar-free”; 

but compare “Monday-Friday”). A classifier uses features such as “sequence of letters not found 

in abbreviation dictionary, followed by a period” to segment such instances (JM, 70f.). 



Too much information?
 

 

 

Figure 1 Festival’s  TTS  pipeline through the modules  (rectangles) starting with initializing the input “It is 

Jan 22, 1990.”. Each module creates  a new relation (oval) and/or adds  new information to pre-existing 

relations.  

  

2.1 Tokenization 

 

Tokenization splits  arbitrary text into tokens  or character(s) delimited by whitespace. Ambiguities 

between sentence boundary(EOS) and middle of word periods  can be resolved through simple context 

rules. A predictor of non-EOS  would be a name after the period, as  in “Dr. Bob” (Jurafsky and Martin, 

2009:258). 

NSWs  can be anything in its  shorted orthographic form that requires  disambiguation: 

abbreviations  (‘Dr.’), acronyms  (‘NATO’), letter sequences  (‘PC’), years, cardinal, ordinal or telephone 

numbers. NSWs  must be recognized as  non-standard, assigned a type, and then expanded into full word 

form (for later pronunciation) (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009:260). 
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Figure 4. (a) Waveform and spectrogram of “Take a bow sir” where “take” seems to 

be slightly anomalous in its form.  

(b) Waveform and spectrogram of “Take an apple sir” where “take” sounds natural.  
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Appendix I 
 

 
An audible joint between words “to” and “them” in sentence “They are often put off going to 
toddler groups because it is mainly mums who go to them.” 
 

 
An audible joint between words “to” and “them” 
  

Joint 

Annotation

join, not joint


